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The Class of 1946 (December)

One hundred and five medical students comprised
the Class of 1946 (December section), representing
the last of the "irregular curriculum" graduates in
1'.1edical School history.

1'.1o~t matriculated in 1943, many under military
auspices. The "military" students leere released from
active duty early in 1946, and thus spent their final
months of Medical School as "civilian" ~tudents. As
reservists, however, most donned the military uni
form in later years, particularly the Korean War.

The Class so appreciated the tutelage of E. T.
Bell that they presented him with a box of cigars at
the final pathology lecture, which he promptly
shared tcith his students, including lcomen, accord
ing to reports. The famous physiologist, Ernst Gell
horn is also remembered for his e;ection of a class
member leho dared to eat an ice cream cone in class
on a particularly hot day.

Today the identifiable type of practice of the class
shows the following: Surgery - 22, General Practice
- 20, 1nternal Medicine - 15. The usual other spe
cialties are represented, including five in academic
medicine lfith one being Dean of a Medical School.
One man is deceased.
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J\lumni

The lOS-member Class included eight lcomen, all
of whom are ~till practicing.

Here is what they reported:
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Leon L. Adcock is a full time assistant professor of OB-GYN

at the Medical School. He served at a medical mission in Ghana,
1950-54, and again from 1959-62. He and his wife, classmate
Madeline Scatterday, have a daughter, Leslie, age 16. They live
at 1394 Goodrich Ave. in St. Paul.

Markham J. Anderson* is a proctologist at the Mayo Clinic,
instructor in the Mayo Graduate School and layman of the
Mormon Church. He and his wife, Millicent, have six children,
ages 18 to 5, and live at 200 First St. S.W., Rochester.

Myron G. Anderson practices internal medicine at the Hud
son, "Vis. Clinic where he has spent 16 years. He and his wife,
Catherine, have two daughters, ages 16 and 14.

Wallace R. Anderson* practiced pediatrics for 10 years in
Austin, Minn., and for the past four years has been on the staff
at the University of Minnesota Health Service. He and his wife,
Elaine, have two sons, ages 12 and 9, and live at 2499 Sheldon
in St. Paul. (Editors note: Wally is a scratch handicap golfer.)

William Blair Anderson* is a child psychiatrist at Duke
University and assistant professor of psychiatry. He has a limited
private practice and is studying at the Duke Psychoanalytic
Institute. He and his wife, Barbara, have three children, ages 6
to 18 mos., and live at 3117 Oxford Dr. in Durham, N.C.

William G. Atmore has spent 10 years as an orthopedic sur
geon with the Duluth, Minn. Clinic. He is married to Marguerite
Olsen of Minneapolis. They have six children, ages 18 to 3, and
live at 636 Ridgewood Rd.

Ronald W. Barr's address is 9613 Wadsworth Dr., Bethesda,
Md. He is in solo general practice, and has been interested in
international medical programs. He and his wife, NOima Best,
have five sons.

Frederick L. Behling is an orthopedic surgeon at the Palo
Alto, Calif. Clinic and teaches at Stanford Medical School,
where he is team physician for varsity sports. He and his wife,
Bernice, have four children, ages 18 to 8, and live at 12800
Camino Metio in Los Altos Hills.

Sheldon E. Berenson has a radiology partnership in Kansas
City, Mo., and teaches at General Hospital there. He and his
wife, the former Gloria Rodich of Minneapolis, have four chil
dren, ages 20 to 6, and live at 832 W. 63rd St.

Eugene F. Beyer* practices dermatology solo in Colorado
Springs, Colo., and teaches at Colorado University. He and his
wife, Della, have three daughters, two in college, and live at
3041 Countrv Club Dr.

Adrian H. Bodelson* practices OB-GYN in Sante Fe, N.M.
He and his wife, Corinne Turgeon, an R.N. graduate of Abbott
Hospital, have a family of ten children (one of two largest in

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation
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the class), ages 18 to 2. Their address is RR 4, Box 17 E.
Adrian was a GP in Hopkins, Minn. before going into OB. He
practiced nine years in Boulder, Colo. and moved to Santa Fe
in 1965. He writes: "Have retired from the production end,
ten children are enough!"

Theresa Brey Haddy is pediatric consultant for the Bureau
of Maternal and Child Health, Department of Public Health, in
Lansing, Mich. She is married to Francis J. Haddy (Med., March
'46). They have three children, ages 17 to 9, and live at 900
Audubon Rd., in East Lansing.

William H. Card practices urology in Minneapolis and
teaches at Hennepin County General Hospital. He and his wife,
Mailand, have three children, aged 17 to 2Jf, and live at 5516
Ytirror Lake Dr. Bill's hobbv is amateur radio.

Robert E. Carter* is newly appointed director of the Uni
versity of Mississippi Medical Center and dean of the School
of Medicine in Jackson. He was formerly professor of pediatrics
for 12 vears at the Universitv of Iowa. He and his wife, Lata
Ahrens; have three children, i2Jf to 7Jf, and live at 4626 Hickorv
Ridge Rd. in Jackson. .

Richard O. Chambers' address is 1312 N. Meade Street,
Glendive, Mont.

Jay Chauss is deceased (1955).
Charles C. Conley is associated with N.A.S.A. at Moffett

Field, Calif., in experimental pathology. He has been full time
in research with N.A.S.A. since 1962. His wife Marion, teaches
school and cares for their two daughters in the family home at
1051 Colbv Ave., Menlo Park, Calif.

Rolf Daehlin is a pediatrician with the Park Region Medical
Center, Fergus Falls, Minn. He and his wife, Janet, have three
children, two in college and one a social worker in St. Louis.
They have lived in Fergus Falls for 10 years.
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Robert E. Carter

*Member. Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Harold R. Deal practices general medicine with a 13-man
Warren, Mich. Clinic. He has been there 14 years and is mar
ried to Emogene Krueger of Bad Axe, Mich. They have three
children.

Ardell W. Diessner is a psychiatry resident at the U. of M.,
after 14 years as a solo GP in Redwood Falls, Minn. He has
eight children, and he and his wife, Gee, stilI live at 406 E.
12th St. in Redwood Falls. Ardell won honors as outstanding
Minnesota Jaycee, plans to become a psychiatrist at the Mental
Health Center, Redwood Falls.

Lois Eil is presently attending Columbia University School
of Public Health and will receive her M.P.H. degree in June.
She and her husband, Harry Eil (Med. '42), have three children,
age 20 to 16, and live at 77 Puritan Ave. in Yonkers, N.Y.

Roy E. Eldred is chief of urology in the Permanente Medical
Group, San Francisco, Calif. He and his wife, Orchid, have a
familv of three. Thev live at One Belvedere Ave. in Belvedere,
Cali( •

James W. Erchul* practices pathology with two others in
Appleton, Wis., where they direct the laboratories of three
area hospitals. Jim taught at Marquette University School of
Medicine where he took his training. He and his wife, Harriet,
and four children, live at 2520 Frederick St., and "follow the
Green Bay Packers avidly."

Gerald Fine has spent 11 years as a pathologist at Henry
Ford Hospital, Detroit, Mich. He teaches at Wayne State Univ.
Medical School, and lives with his wife, Dorothy and two chil
dren, 10 and 9, at 1338 Yorkshire Rd., Grosse Pointe Park.

Roberta Follansbee Bergstrom is a child psychiatrist in a
Catholic Counseling Center in Cleveland, O. She and her hus
band, Robert, have four children and live at 3050 Monmouth
Rd. in Cleveland Heights. She writes, "Family and practice
are both rewarding. Keeping up with the times in both areas
is a full-time job and very challenging."

Christine Furman Webster is director of the Minneapolis
School of Anesthesia for Nurses, and was formerly director of
Anesthesia at Minneapolis General Hospital for seven years.
She and her husband, David Webster (Med. '50) have two sons,
16 and 9, and live at 6845 Pillsbury Ave. So.

Jack E. Geist practices psychiatry alone in Milwaukee, Wis.
and teaches at Marquette Medical School and Milwaukee Chil
drens Hospital. He and his wife, Beverly, have two children,
ages 9 and 1, and live at 518 Juniper Lane in Mequon. The
family enjoys sailing on Lake Michigan.

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Thomas B. Gibbons practices internal medicine and cardi
ology in Albuquerque, N.M. He has been there 10 years, and
lives with his wife Jeanne, and five children, aged 19 to 9,
at 1309 Stagecoach Rd. S.E.

Robert L. Ginsberg is a chest surgeon and lives at 11535
Hill Park Lane, Los Altos, Calif., with his wife, Beverlv, and
three daughters. He teaches at Stanford and Santa Clara County
Hospital.

Robert A. Good* is a professor of pediatrics at the Medical
School and has won many honors for original research, particu
larly in the field of immunology. He still holds the American
Legion Research Professorship in heart disease.

George B. Gordon* practices internal medicine in San Jose,
Calif. with James L. Brown (Med. '49) and another associate.
He has two children, aged 12 and 11. His wife, Therese, is an
M.D. graduate of Creighton University and practices anesthesi
ology. The family lives at 20780 Canyon View Dr. in Saratoga.

I
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Robert I. Gruys Donald W. Hannon

1

Robert I. Gruys* is a surgeon with the Southwest Clinic in
Edina, Minn., in association with A. M. Sborov (Med. '43).
He formerly practiced in Wells, Minn. Bob and his wife, Cor
nelia, have four children, ages 19 to 9, and live at 5606
Dalrymple Rd. in Edina.

Donald M. Gumprecht has been a GP in Coeur d'Alene, Ida.
for 16 years. He and his wife, Jane Doering (Med., March '46),
have four children and live at 317 Military Dr. Don writes, "We
enjoy hunting for elk and fishing for trout in Idaho."

Harold C. Habein, Jr. has practiced surgery in Billings,
Mont. since 1958. He received his M.S. degree from the Mayo
Foundation, and lives at 2106 Pryor Lane with his wife, Jeanne,
and 3 sons.

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Donald W. Hannon has been in solo general surgery practice
since 1957 in St. Paul, Minn. He and his wife, Marjorie, have
five boys and two girls, and live at 1890 Fairmount Ave.

Rodney B. Harvey* is a full time associate professor of physi
ology at the Medical School, where he also received his Ph.D.
degree in physiology. His special fields are nephrology and
renal circulation. Rod and his wife, Dolores, have three children,
ages 19 to 8, and live at 1631 James Rd. in St. Paul.

William R. Heilig's address is Midway Center, St. Paul,
Minn.

Harold W. Henry* practices at the Lakeside Clinic, Moose
Lake, Minn.

Harold W. Hermann left 17 years of pediatrics practice last
year, to join Mead Johnson & Company in pharmaceutical
research. His family-wife, Marie, an R.N., and five children,
"have more time to'gether" at 1.508 Redwing Dr. in Evansville,
Ind.

Adrian Jensen and Family

Adrian R. Jensen* practices pediatrics and surgery in
Rockledge, Fla. He and his wife, Genny, have three sons, ages
18 to 11, and live at 1785 Rockledge Dr. He was president of
the Brevard County Medical Society in 1966 and is violinist and
concert master of the Brevard COU;lty Symphony Orchestra.

Richard E. Jensen* is a GP in Green Bay, \Vis., where he
has been for 15 years. He and his wife, Mary, have six girls,
and four boys, equalling the class's largest family. He writes,
"I like general practice and Green Bay, especially with the
Packers doing so well!" His address is 1108 S. Monroe.

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Kenneth E. Johnson Maurice N. Johnson

Curtis M. Johnson has practiced pediatrics for ten years
with the Winona, Minn. Clinic. He and his wife, Alice, have
five children, 17 to 2. The family is active in American Field
Service work, and lives at 206 E. 7th Street.

Kenneth E. Johnson practices internal medicine and neph
rolog~' in Phoenix, Ariz., where he spent 10 years. He and his
wife, Joann, have three sons, 22, 12, and 9, and live at 5500
N. 1st St. Ken is in charge of a chronic renal dialysis center
in Phoenix with ten patients scattered throughout the state
on successful home dialvsis.

Maurice N. Johnson* is assistant medical director of the
Monsanto Co. in St. Louis, Mo. He writes, "I enjoy occupational
medicine and have extensive professional travel." Maurice and
his wife, Gloria, have four daughters, aged 14 to 8, and live
at 52 River Bend Ct. in Chesterfield, Mo.

Richard S. Johnson* is a staff radiologist at Methodist Hos
pital, St. Louis Park, Minn., and teaches at the Medical School.
He and his wife, Ruth, have four children, ages 15 to 9, and
live at 6641 Southcrest Drive in Minneapolis. The whole famil~'

are avid skiiers.
Elizabeth A. Jolly is chief of public health medical services

at the Contra Costa County Health Department, Martinez,
Calif. She received her M.P.H. degree from the University of
California, Berkeley, and is married to Thomas Sibarv. They
have three childreil, ages 17 to 13, and live at 8 SO{lthwood
Dr. in Orinda.

Jerome L. Keefe has been a GP at the Prairie View-Clinic in
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. for 19 years, and is president of the
Eastern Colorado Medical Societv. He and his wife, Ellen,
have five sons, ages 19 to 8; the 'oldest, David, is in pre-med
at Regis College in Denver.

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Charles M. Kelly's address is 121 Sotovome Street, Santa
Rosa, Calif.

James H. Kelly is ~m internist in St. Cloud, Minn., and is
secretarv of the Minnesota Heart Association. He and his wife,
June, h~~ve eight children, ages 17 to 2, and live at 1609 South
13th Ave.

Robert W. Keyes' address is 116 Second St. S.W., Pipestone,
Minn.

William Kosiak* has been in general practice at the Com
munitv Health Center in Two Harbors, Minn. for 18 veal's. He
is ma~ried to the former Muriel Selstad and thev have five
children, ages 1.5 to 7. .

Stuart D. Kustermann* was recentl~' located in Chicago but
his present address is unknown.

Loren J. Larson has been with Anesthesia Associates in
Minneapolis for nine years, after training at the U. of M. He
and his wife, Evelvn, have six children, 8 to 18, and live at
4649 W. 90th St. in' Bloomington.

Richard H. Lee has been a psychiatrist for 11 years in
Dubuque, la. He and his wife, the former Audrey Wareham of
Minneapolis, have seven children, aged 17 to 9, and live at
207 Clarke Dr.

Bernard B. Lawrence's* address is 1411 Hollvwood Wav,
Burbank, Calif. ..

Louis C. Lick practices general surgery with classmate
Robert Maxeiner and Richard E. Larson (Med. ',58) in Edina,
and teaches at the Medical School. He and his wife, Jane, have
three children, aged 17 to 10, and live at 4613 Wooddale Ave.
S. in Edina.

Charles E. Lindemann* practices internal medicine with
James Mankey (Med. '43) and Robert Breitenbucher (Med. '46)
in Minneapolis. The Lindemanns have seven children 18 to 3)~,

and live at 6617 Southcrest Dr. in Edina.
Ronald E. Lungstrom has been an anesthesiologist for ten

years at Valley Presbyterian Hospital, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
He has a son and daughter, and lives at 14941 Valleyheart Dr.

Roger A. MacDonald has been in solo GP in Grand Marais,
Minn. for five years where "advantages of a rural northwoods
practice are combined with a substantial spattering of tourists
gleened from the entire midwest. Both summer and winter
activities bring in many outsiders, including former classmates
and colleagues (some even as casualties!)." He and his wife,
Barbara, have five children, aged 17 to 7.

*Member. Minnesota 1\fedical Foundation
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Joseph D. Mann* has been a pathologist at Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich. for 12 years. He and his wife,
Joyce, have three sons, 16 to 11, and live at 3435 Beechwood
S.E.

Vernon H. Mark is director of the neurosurgical service at
Boston City Hospital, and teaches at Harvard Medical School.
He served in the Air Force before he took up academic medicine
ten years ago. He and his wife, Alexandra, have four children
and live at 30 Prescott St. in Brookline, Mass.

Stanley Robert Mexeiner, Jr.* practices general surgery with
classmate Lou Lick at the Southdale Medical Building in Edina,
and teaches at the U. of M., where he received his M.S. degree.
He and his wife, Patricia, have three daughters and live at
4502 Sunnyside Rd.

William R. McCluskey is a pediatrician in Los Angeles,
Calif. His wife, Lucilla Woyda is a U. of M. nursing graduate.
They have four teenagers and live at 6301 78th St.

M. Donald McGeary has been a GP for 13 years in Phoenix,
Ore. He and his wife, the former Margaret Gesell of St. Paul,
have four children, aged 17 to 10, and live at 3745 Calhoun
Rd. in nearbv Medford. He comments: "Two of my classmates,
E. V. Meyerding and John R. Watson, have follo~ed me into
the 'banana belt' of the West."

Scott F. McIntire practices internal medicine alone in
Denver, Colo., where he has been since 1954. He and his wife,
Viktoria, live at 2521 So. Holly PI. Golf and skiing are their
hobbies.

Elaine McKenzie has been in general practice for 18 years
at the Rice Street Clinic in St. Paul. She has three children,
ages 16 to 12, and lives at 8 No. Mallard Rd.

John R. McQuillan is chief of the medical service at the V.A.
Hospital in Fort Harrison, Mont., where he has spent 14 years.
He and his wife, Hilde Heitmann of Germanv, have five chil-
dren, and live at 1028 Knight St. .

Edward C. Menefee* has practiced pathology in Albert Lea,
Minn. since 1955. He trained at the Mayo Clinic and is married
to Linnea Buck of Minneapolis. They' have four children, 16
to 9, and live at 501 Park Ave.

Charles C. Merchant began a general surgery partnership
in Lakeland, Fla. in 1966. He spent twelve years as a medical
missionary and built a 70-bed hospital in the jungles of North
east India near the Tibetan border. "In 1959," he writes, "we
treated 700 Tibetan refugees who fled with their religious

*Member, Minnesota ~tedical Foundation
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leader, the Dalai Lama. Three of our children were born in
India." Charles and his wife, the former Mavburn Hendrickson
of Minneapolis, have six children and live at '917 South Johnson
Ave.

Robert P. Meyer* is a general surgeon in Faribault, Minn.
He and his wife, Maralyn, have a family of six and live at 849
8th Ave. S.W. Bob writes, "About the only exciting thing that
happened to me last year was joining 'Friends of the Library'
here in Faribault!"

Eugene V. Meyerding's* entire family skiis, fishes, hunts,
and golfs in Medford, Ore., where Gene has been a surgeon
for l1)f years. Wife Patricia and three teenagers are home at
112 Medford Heights.

Albert G. Miller lives at 1464 E. Como Blvd., St. Paul, Minn.
with his wife, Inez, and practices pediatrics with a 4-man group.
"Mv 2 sons and I 'live and die' each day as the Twins win or
lose." Al also likes the Symphony. .

Loren E. Nelson practices proctology alone in St. Paul,
Minn., and teaches at the Medical School where he received
his M.S. degree. He and his wife, Barbara, have four children,
aged 16 to 7. They live at 2,5 Birchwood Rd., Mahtomedi, Minn.

Charles A. Nordin* is associate medical director of Equitable
Life of Iowa. He and his wife, Charlotte, have four sons and
live at 1524 41st PI. in Des Moines. He writes, "The chief prob
lem at the moment is getting the three older boys through
college. Have taken up oil painting. My associate here is
G. W. Jones (Med., March '46)."

Gerald Nudell,* Beverly Hills, Calif., is an anesthesiologist
and teaches at UCLA Medical School. Wife Dorothv is an in
structor in psychology at Pierce Junior College. They have
three children and live at 19316 Palomar PI. in Tarzana.

William F. Nuessle* practices internal medicine with Harold
E. Miller (Med. '37) and Franklin C. Norman in Minneapolis,
and teaches in the Medical School program at Hennepin County
General Hospital. He and his wife, Mary Lynne, have three
daughters, aged 15 to 11, and live at 2032 Virginia Ave. S.

Charles Peluso* has been a GP in northeast Minneapolis
since Medical School except for Army service. He has four
daughters and four sons. His wife, Lorraine, "takes care of the
kids and our German Shepherd show dogs. I work like blazes
to feed them all!" Thev live at 2204 Garfield St. N.E.

Oliver H. Peterson is in a four-man OB-GYN group at the
Southdale Medical Building in Edina, Minn. He and his wife,
Jeannette, have four children and "enjoy living on a lake," at
30 Park Lane in Minneapolis.
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Melvin M. Reeves is a cardiovascular surgeon in Portland,
Ore., and conducts research and teaches at the University of
Oregon Medical School. He and his wife, Mary Agnes, have
four children, aged 19 to 9, and live at 2806 N.W. Fairfax Terr.

Troy G. Rollins* practices dermatology at the Portland,
Ore. Clinic and teaches at the University of Oregon Medical
School. He is married to Mar\" Emerson of Elmore, Minn. The\"
have three children, ages 20 to 16, and live at 6441 S.W.
Parkhill Dr.

Raymond G. Rowberg's hobb~' is tree farming. He has
also been a medical missionarv in Tanzania and now is an
internist in Spokane, Wash. His oldest son, Alan, one of six,
attends the U. of Washington Medical School. The family lives
at 12109 E. Maxwell.

Theodore Satersmoen, Jr. has been in solo psychiatry prac
tice for six years in Birmingham, Mich. He and his wife, Ver
onica, also a psychiatrist but not practicing, have three daugh
ters, ages 9 to 4, and live at 5525 Forman Dr.

Martin M. Shaperman* is chief of radiology of the Kaiser
Hospital Permanente Group in Panorama City, Calif. He and
his wife, Juliet, live at 15935 Meadowcrest Rd. in Sherman
Oaks. He writes, "Have been with the Permanente Group since
leaving the Army in 1955. Hobby is photography."

Madeline Scatterday Adcock, wife of classmate Leon Ad
cock, is a homemaker and mother at 1394 Goodrich, St. Paul,
and also practices on the tuberculosis service at St. Paul
Ramsey Hosp.

Morris H. Sherman* has practiced internal medicine alone
for ten years in Minneapolis. He served on the staff of the
Iowa City V.A. Hospital and taught at the State University of

I
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Melvin M. Reeves

*Member, Minnesota ~redical Foundation
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Iowa in the mid-50's. He and his wife, Lorraine, have three
children, ages 13 to 9, and live at 3201 Cavell Lane.

Robert I. Shragg* has practiced internal medicine for 14
years at the Southern California Permanente Medical Group in
Panorama City, Calif., and teaches at UCLA. He and his wife,
Betty, have t'hree children, and live at 5079 Calvin Ave. in
TarZ:ana. Editors note: Bob Shragg actually graduated with
the March '46 Class. Harry Shragg,* incorrectly listed last
month with the March '46 Ch~s, was with the December group.

Thomas J. Sisterman is in solo general practice in Min
neapolis. He and his wife, Tudine, also his office nurse, have
four children and live at 2619 W. 54th St. The Sistermans
spend summers at their home on Leech Lake, Minn. Tom is a
licensed pilot.

Harold M. Solvason is in general practice with Kristofer
Hagen (Med. '42) in Minneapolis, where he has been since
graduation. He and his wife, Dorothy, have three children,
aged 24 to 16, and live at 6817 Dakota Trail in Edina.

Farrell S. Stiegler* is a general surgeon with an "all-Min
nesota" eight-man group in Minneapolis. His wife, Kathleen
Weiler, is a St. Mary's Hospital nursing graduate. The Stieglers
were married in Germany in 1949. They are "presently occupied
in getting our three kids to grow up!" They live at 2314 W .
.53rd St.

John J. Sullivan, Jr. practices OB-GYN in Glendale, Calif.,
and teaches at U.S.C. He and his wife, Lorraine, have six chil
dren, aged 18 to .5, and live at 4916 Hillard Ave. in La Canada.
He writes: "Would love to see anv of the class when out our
wav."

'Donald A. Sutherland* has been director of medical edu
cation for 13 vears at St. Paul Hospital in Dallas, Tex. He
teaches at S'outhwestern Medical
School and works with the Texas
Mental Health Program. He and his
wife, Kathrvn, have four children, 16
to 8, and live at 4033 Lawter Dr.

Lawrence J. Swanson is a GP with
a group in West St. Paul, where he
has been for 20 vears. He and his
wife, Bessie, have' five children and
live at 1387 Marthaler Lane.

Maxine Taylor Clarke* has prac
ticed anesthesiology with a group in
Albuquerque, N. Mex. since 1963, The Clarkes

*Member, Minnesota 1fedical Foundation
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after several years in Los Angeles. She is married to James S.
Clarke, a Harvard Medical School graduate who is professor
and chairman of the Department of Surgery of the new School
of Medicine of the University of New Mexico. The Clarkes live
at 1831 Rita Dr. N.E. They have two daughters.

James P. Tetlie* has been in solo ophthalmology practice
in Duluth, Minn. for 18 years. He studied under Dr. A. C.
Hilding (Med. '19) and lives with his wife, Joanadelle, and two
sons, at 601 Valley Dr.

After 17 years in public health administration, William A.
Townsend is currently a Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Pittsburgh. He plans to teach in the public health field. Bill
and his wife have three children, aged 14 to 10 mos., and live
at 294 LeMoyne Ave. in Pittsburgh.

Frank A. Ubel has practiced internal medicine in St. Paul
since 1954. He and his wife, Genevieve, have four children,
aged 9 to 3, and live at 2192 Berkeley Ave.

Joseph C. Von Drasek* has been in general practice in
Mankato, Minn. since his internship, except for army service.
He and his wife, Lois, have four sons and live at 309 Oak
Knoll Blvd. He writes: "I think we should
have a reunion."

Jack V. Wallinga is a psychiatrist in St.
Paul, Minn., where he has been since 1954,
follOWing two years on the Medical School
facultv. He and his wife, Constance Otten,
a R.N., have four children and live at 1850
Alta Vista Dr.

John R. Watson practices OB-GYN in
Medford, Ore. He and his wife, Libby,
have a familv of six, and live at 115 Black
Oak Drive. 'In the summer of 1962 John
did medical mission work in Pusan, Korea.
The family enjoys skiing and other outdoor activities

William H. A. Watson* is in solo general practice in St. Paul
and consulting physician at Macalester College. He and his wife,
Jean, and two daughters live at 2200 Fairmount Ave. Bill was
president of the Minnesota Academy of General Practice from
1963-64 and won the Merit Award from the Academy in 1961.
He enjoys skeet shooting. His oldest daughter, Pamela, is a
junior skeet champion.

Deno J. Wedes* has always been a GP and has spent ten
years in White Bear, Minn. He and his wife, Caryl, have four

*~Iember~ Minnesota ~fedical Foundation
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young children, and live at 1769 Frost Ave., St. Paul. He enjoys
fishing and photography.

John J. Wild was a GP for nine vears in Sheridan, Wyo.,
before entering ophthalmology at Ind{ana U. He now practices
in Tucson, Ariz. He and his wife, Elizabeth, have six children
and live at 2330 E. Waverly. He writes: "Enjoy living and
practicing in Arizona, and am looking forward to Arizona's
new medical school as 1 miss the Academic atmosphere and
stimulation."

Lawrence I. Wolfe practices internal medicine with a four
man group in San Carlos, Calif., and teaches at Stanford Uni
versity. He and his wife, Charlotte, have three children, aged
17 to 2, and live at 395 Austin Ave. in Atherton.

Samuel Zinberg is a surgeon in Brooklyn, N.Y., and teaches
at S.U.N.Y. Downstate Medical Center. He and his wife, May,
have six children, aged 14 to 1, and live at 2020 Ave. K. Sa~

was formerly at the Fargo, N.D. V.A. Hospital (1956-58).
Edward Zupanc* is one of three pediatricians in a 35-man

group at the Monroe, Wis. Clinic. He was once in solo practice
in Duluth. He and his wife, Marjorie, have three children,
ages 15 to 11, and live at 2106 19th Ave. Ed enjoys coaching
a junior high basketball team, and the family enjoys frequent
travel.

*Member, Minnesota Medical Foundation

COMING IN APRIL . . .

"Our Senior Alumni"

A survey of the oldest living graduates of

the University of Minnesota Medical School.
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Neurology

The Geographic Pathology of Atherosclerosis:
Ten Personal Observations on

Cerebral Atherosclerosis*

Abe B. Baker, M.D., Ph.D.t

1. The evaluation of the prevalence of atherosclerosis in a
population by a study of autopsy material is less fraught with
variables than is a purely clinical appraisal and has the singular
advantage that non-symptomatic anatomical manifestations of
the disease can be considered in the final conclusion.

2. Despite their evident advantages, comparisons of path
ologic studies are difficult to evaluate because of the wide variety
of recording and grading techniques.

3. A simple macroscopic coding technique for the arteries
of the Circle of Willis can be employed. For the 5,035 cases
which have been coded thus far in Minnesota, percentile curves
by age have been computed. These curves allow a graphical
comparison with vessel scores obtained from different popula
tions even in situations where the sample sizes are small.

4. Most published reports suggest that atherosclerosis, par
ticularly of the coronary arteries, is extremely uncommon among
Orientals. Interestingly enough this was not found true in the
case of cerebral vessels in a Japanese population. With identical
coding techniques, atherosclerosis of the arteries of the Circle
of Willis, age group for age group, was found to be at least
as severe in the Japanese as in the Minnesota population and,
as a matter of fact, it is likely that it is actually somewhat
more severe.

5. Most available reports suggest that there is very little
difference in the extent or severity of atherosclerosis in the
Indian population as compared to that seen in the United States
or Europe in spite of the very great differences in diet, living
conditions, hygiene and even climatic conditions. Our studies

'From a report to the Staff \Ieeting of University Hospitals on March 3, 1967,
with support of N.I.H. grants Nos. NB 03364 and NB 03643

t Professor and Director. Division of Neuro]ogy
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also suggest that there appears to be no difference in athero
sclerosis of the Circle of Willis between the Indian and
Minnesota populations.

6. Autopsy studies on atherosclerosis in African populations
are conflicting in nature although the majority of the more recent
reports would indicate that atherosclerosis of the coronaries and
aorta is conspicuously lower in the more primitive tribes
of Africa.

7. Studies from Central America and the Caribbean islands
suggest that atherosclerosis of the aorta and coronaries is less
severe than in the United States. However, in South American
populations, the available reports would indicate the presence
of more severe involvement. Our material on a Mexican popula
tion suggests that cerebral atherosclerosis begins at an earlier
age than in the Minnesota population but, from the sixth decade
onward, the involvement is consistently lower than in Minnesota.

8. Within the European countries there appears to be very
little difference in the degree and severity of the atherosclerotic
process in Norway, Germany, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, and
Poland. The Italian population appears to have much more
frequent and extensive involvement in both the aorta and
coronary arteries but not in the cerebral arteries. The Russian
population appears to have less involvement than that reported
in other European groups.

9. In the United States atherosclerosis in the aorta, coronaries
and brain appears by the first decade of life and increases
with age to implicate 70-100% of the population by the seventh
decade of life. The frequency of coronary atherosclerosis in the
United States resembles the findings described from Italian pop
ulations and is greater than in other European countries.

10. By using a standard scoring system and expressing the
findings in the form of percentile curves by age, it has been
possible to make a comparative study of cerebral atherosclerosis
between a Minnesota and African (Nigeria), Indian, Mexican,
Japanese, Norwegian and Italian populations.
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Radiology

Developmental Changes in the Intervertebral
Disc: Roentgen-Anatomic Correlation*

Stephen A. Kieffer, M.D.,t Emanuel M. Stadlan, M.D.,!

A. Mohandas, M.D.,§ Harold O. Peterson, M.D.f

c;T/lthough it has been 25 years since the report of the first
discogram, understanding of the anatomic localization of the
contrast medium and of the developmental changes with age in
the intervertebral disc is still incomplete.

The normal appearance of the lumbar discogram in the adult
is that of two parallel plate-like collections of contrast medium.
These plate-like collections usually communicate posteriorly,
although the communication may occasionally be central or
elsewhere on the periphery of the parallel contrast loculations.
Review of the accumulated literature of these past 25 years
reveals no adequate anatomic explanation for this pattern.

This appearance in the adult differs markedly from that in
the infant or young child wherein we see a single ovoid collec
tion of contrast medium with no intervening radiolucency. This
paper represents a preliminary report on our attempts to corre
late discography with anatomy in order to obtain a clearer
understanding of the discographic changes in the developing
intervertebral disc.

Method
As of the present date, postmortem discography has been

performed on 53 patients. A majority of these (33) have been
under the age of 30 years, the age group wherein we had noted
the change from the unilocular to the bilocular pattern on
the discogram (see Table). These patients have died from
a variety of causes, none related to known disease in the
intervertebral disc.

·From a report to the Staff Meeting of University Hospitals on March 10, 1967

tInstructor, Department of Radiology

:j:Assistant Professor, Department of Neurology (Neuropathology)

§Medical Fellow, Division of Neurosurgery
IlProfessor and Head, Department of Radiology
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En bloc removal of a segment of the upper lumbar spine
was performed in each case. Two specimens, each including
the intact disc and a thin layer of vertebral body on each side
were prepared, and one of these was injected (usually under
fluoroscopic control) in a manner similar to clinical discography.

Following preservation in a 10% formalin solution for at least
two weeks, mid-sagittal and parasagittal sections of both injected
and uninjected discs were examined grossly. Selected discs
stained with hematoxylin and eosin were examined histologically.

Discographic-Anatomic Correlation

In the newborn infant, inspection of a mid-sagittal section of
the disc revealed the nucleus to be clear and gel-like in con
sistency. The annulus is sharply delineated from the nucleus. The
discogram correlates well, showing uniform opacification of an
ovoid area corresponding in location to the nucleus pulposus.

While the discographic appearance is unchanged during the
first decade of life, the gross anatomic picture does show
changes. These consist of irregular dense areas within the
nucleus. These amorphous masses are seen histologically to con
sist of bluish-staining material showing a fine fibrillar pattern
with a few widely scattered nuclei.

Early in the second decade, in our specimens age 11 to 16,
the configuration of the opacified area on the discogram begins
to change. On the anterior aspect of the ovoid opacity, a
concavity is noted. In the older specimens in this group, this
concavity is deeper and more pronounced. Occasionally, the con
cavity is seen posteriorly rather than anteriorly.

Mid-sagittal sections of discs in this age group demonstrate
an increased quantity of dense material within the nucleus.
These densities become contiguous anteriorly with the annulus
which appears widened with some separation of the previously
tightly packed fibrous lamellae.

In the late teens and 20's, the discogram shows further
deepening of the radiolucent defect. The configuration begins
to approach the bilocular pattern of the adult. Examinations of
discs in the third decade show little remaining translucent
mucoid material. The major portion of the nucleus is now made
up of dense whitish masses, more tightly packed than in the
younger specimens. The steadily decreasing (with age) mucoid
areas are best recognized superiorly and inferiorly, adjacent to
the thin cartilaginous end plates. This distribution would appear
to correspond to the opacified rims superior and inferior to the
central radiolucent defect on the discogram. Histologic exam-
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ination of the disc reveals that the previously amorphous dense
material now shows a definite fibrous pattern.

Conclusions
We have described a general pattern of the anatomic

changes taking place in the intervertebral disc with age during
the first three decades of life. Although the number of specimens
evaluated is small, this report represents the largest group
in the first three decades of life yet recorded. It is also the
first attempt to correlate anatomy with discography. The transi
tion on the discogram from a unilocular pattern in the infant
to a bilocular pattern in the young adult appears to be related
to an increase in dense material within the gelatinous matrix
and a gradual diminution in the gelatinous nuclear ma
terial centrally.

It is evident that further work is needed, especially an
analysis of a larger group of patients. Also, similar evaluation
must be made of patients in the fourth, fifth, and sixth decades.
This could ascertain the nature and frequency of degenerative
changes in the discs of "normal" patients and could lead to a
better understanding of the discographic patterns in pathologic
discs causing nerve root irritation. A lack of clear understanding
in this area has been the chief obstacle to the acceptance of
discography as a practical and valuable clinical procedure.

TABLE

Distribution by Age of the 53 Cases Studied

Age (years) No. Cases

o - 10 20
11- 20 7
21 - 30 6
31 - 40 3
41 - 50 4
51 - 60 4

61+ 9
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Psychology

The Effect of Diet Change on Position
Discrimination and Reversals m

Phenylketonuria*

Felicia S. Siegel, Ph.D., t V. Elving Anderson, Ph.D., t
and Heinz H. Bruhl, M.D.§

Uhe introduction of a low phenylalanine diet in children
with phenylketonuria after the age of 3 years generally has no
effect on their intelligence level, but other areas of behavior have
been reported as improved in some individuals. Changes have
been observed in the degree of hyperactivity, motor coordination,
and even personality. The purpose of our study was to evaluate
the effect of diet change in older children by means other than
clinical observation, and by measures minimally influenced by
established habit patterns. Learned behaviors such as interper
sonal relationships, or reactions to frustration may not be influ
enced by an altered biochemical state without specific retraining.

Four institutionalized phenylketonuric patients (Ss) at the
Faribault State School and Hospital, ages 7-15, IQ's 12-39,
were given 60 trials on a position discrimination and reversals
problem, repeated at weekly intervals. In this task the S was
required to discriminate between two identical stimuli on the
basis of position, right or left. After a series of ten consecutive
correct responses by the S the rewarded position was reversed. A
modified Wisconsin General Test Apparatus was used, and
candy reward given for correct responses. A Standard clock
recorded response latencies, Le., the elapsed time between the
presentation of the stimuli and the S's response.

The diet phases, each maintained for six weeks or longer,
consisted of (a) low phenylalanine, (b) low phenylalanine plus
added L-phenylalanine, and (c) regular. The low phenylalanine

*From a report to the Staff Meeting of University of Minnesota Hospitals on
March 17, 1967

tResearch Associate, Division of Clinical Psychology

:f:Professor, Dight Institute for Human Genetics, University of Minnesota
§Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics
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plus added L-phenylalanine diet phase was introduced to dis
tinguish the effects of phenylalanine per se from the other nutri
tional differences between the low-phenylalanine and regular
diets. Three of the Ss were followed through four diet phases
and the fourth S through three with the regular diet omitted.
Serum phenylalanine levels were determined weekly, on the
day before testing, except during the regular diet. One 24-hour
urine sample was collected during each diet phase.

Once the position discrimination and reversals problem had
been learned, usually after three or four sessions, error scores
stabilized and no changes were noted on the different diet
phases. Response latencies, however, increased upon change to
a high phenylalanine diet. In two Ss the increased response
latencies were transient, disappearing two weeks after diet
change. The remaining two Ss did not show the recovery. One
of the latter Ss showed a consistent high response latency
throughout the high phenylalanine diet phases. The other S's
performance was erratic, some weeks showed increased response
latencies and others not. However, this performance was in con
trast to the stable, low response latencies maintained during the
low phenylalanine diet phases.

The increase in response latencies may be associated with an
increase in the time required to carry out a response, or it may
reflect a change in attention which would lead to a delayed
initiation of response. From the results it would appear that
two Ss were able to adjust on this measure to the increased level
of phenylalanine whereas the remaining two Ss could not.

The finding that there were two, and possibly three, patterns
of reaction to the changes in diet led to the examination of the
urinary metabolites. Variation in response might be associated
with individual variation in the metabolic pathways affected by
a high serum level of phenylalanine. The urine samples have
been analyzed for the following: Indole 3-acetic acid, 5-hydroxy
indole acetic acid, kynurenine metabolites, phenylpyruvic
acid, para-hydroxy phenylpyruvic acid, and total keto acids. In
several subjects and for most of these analyses, the urinary
levels while on regular diet were different from those while on a
diet with low-phenylalanine plus added L-phenylalanine. These
biochemical data, however, do not suggest any Simple explana
tion for the observed differences in response latency pattern.
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Proctology

Ano-rectal Emergencies*

Emmanuel G. Balcos, M.D.t

(jhe ano-rectum is a very peculiar area in that it is one of
the most sensitive parts of the body. A tiny abscess, a small
hematoma, or a crack in the epithelium could be an emergency,
which is not generally the case in the other parts of the body.
The diagnosis and treatment of this type of ano-rectal pathology
is discussed here, excepting congenital problems.

Far too few practitioners pay enough attention to this area
and consequently ano-rectal pathology is not well handled.
Lack of knowledge concerning this area has given to many
lay people and unfortunately to many physicians the impression
that surgery in this area should be avoided because of extreme
pain. This thinking is not substantiated by our experience
using modern pre- and postoperative care and meticulous
surgical technic.

Functional

Impaction is the inability to evacuate feces from the rectum.
This condition is most often found in old people but may occur
in any age group. Postoperatively impactions are not uncom
mon. The diagnosis can be made by doing a digital rectal ex
amination. Digital manipulation to break down the fecal mass
followed by a sodium phosphate enema will often give relief.
If further help is needed, an enema consisting of hydrogen
peroxide, sodium phosphate and water will usually give satis
factory results.

Anatomical

Prolapse of internal hemorrhoids may occur at any age
but is more commonly seen in the older patients. The pa
tients usually present with a protruding mass at the anus. At
times, the mass is reducible but often the hemorrhoids are
incarcerated. Incarceration may progress to strangulation and
subsequent gangrene. Patients with irreducible hemorrhoidal
prolapse are best treated with emergency hemorrhoidectomy.

*From a report to the Staff Meeting of University of Minnesota Hospitals on
March 31, 1967

tMedical Fellow, Division of Proctology
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In patients suffering from massive prolapse of the entire
rectum a dire emergency exists which should be treated by
immediate attempts at reduction either surgically or non-surgi
cally. If the edema can be relieved and the mass reduced,
surgery maybe postponed. If this is impossible, surgery should
be done. Fortunately, this is not often necessary. The types of
rectal prolapse are as follows:

Type I. Rectal mucosal prolapse
Type II. True rectal prolapse involving entire rectal wall
Type III. Type II in combination with an enterocele
Type I can easily be differentiated from types II and III

by the fact that in the former, the mucosal folds of the pro
lapsing mass are arranged in a radial manner while it is con
centric in the latter two types. Only in types II and III are
emergency surgical measures indicated.

Thrombosed external hemorrhoids are often very painful.
Anal inspection will show the examiner what is essentially a
blood clot in the hemorrhoidal tissue. It is the pain the patient
suffers which makes this condition an emergency. Pain results
from the marked tension of the skin overlying the clot in the
hemorrhoid. Acute thrombosed hemorrhoids is caused by rup
ture of a venule or venules and is simply treated by incision and
removal of the clot but preferably by an elliptical excision of
the skin overlying the clot with removal of the clot.

Bleeding hemorrhoids are cause of much alarm to the pa
tient. This is not Simply a case of seeing blood on the tissue
paper but rather of finding the toilet bowl contents very bloody.
Bleeding hemorrhoids resulting in hemoglobin levels of around
five grams have been documented. This type of exsanguination
is a slow process but may produce a shock-like condition
requiring immediate hospitalization to replace blood volume
deficits.

Inf/ammatoflJ
An anal fissure is any ulcer of the anal epithelium sec

ondary to underlying crypt infection. Acute anal fissures are
very painful and usually occur in the posterior and anterior
quadrants. Fissures in the lateral quadrants should put the
physician on his guard. The folloWing systemic diseases are
usually the cause of laterally-placed fissures: ulcerative colitis,
Grahn's disease, tuberculosis, syphilis, leukemia and agranu
locytosis. The usual types of anal fissures are best treated by
surgery.

Perianal and perirectal abscesses usually result from anal
crypt infection. Infection starts in the crypts into which the
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anal gland empties and spreads into one of the surgical spaces.
The pain in the perirectal abscess usually is a deep seated pain,
throbbing in character and often associated with fever and
leukocytosis. Incision and drainage is indicated as soon as
diagnosis is suspected. The competent surgeon will not wait
until fluctuation is evident. These patients are best treated
in the operating room where the abscess can be drained and in
many cases the fistula can be taken care of. When simple in
cision and drainage is performed most patients will require a
secondary operation.

Trauma
Traumatic injuries of the ano-rectal area are quite common.

These wounds are caused by sharp or blunt penetrating ob
jects, lacerations from sharp objects such as glass, wire, and
tree stumps, to mention a few. In penetrating wounds of the
rectum, it is extremely important for the surgeon to determine
whether or not there has been a perforation into the peritoneal
cavity or into the bladder. It is also very important to determine
whether or not the sphincter mechanism has been severed.

Perforations of the rectum rarely occur during proctoscopic
examinations but are possible. Barium enemas done shortly after
excision or fulguration of polyps may be dangerous. Diagnosis
of perforation is usually made after careful proctoscopic ex
amination and evaluation of the abdominal findings. Undue
delay could be fatal.

In a practice limited to ano-rectal diseases, foreign bodies
are often seen. A bizarre variety of objects, e.g. tooth brushes,
electric light bulbs, soft drink bottles, cocktail glasses and
screw drivers, have been found in the rectum. Many of these pa
tients come from mental institutions. Diagnosis is not difficult
and X-ray pictures are very helpful.

Tumors
The only benign tumor of the rectum which occasionally

becomes an emergency is a prolapsed pendunculated polyp.
Simple excision of the polyp should be performed.

Bleeding from malignant tumors of the ana-rectum is not
usually of an emergency nature, but obstruction may produce
an emergency problem.

Villous tumors of the rectum may produce huge amounts of
mucus with very high electrolyte content of sodium, potassium
and chlorides. The patient may go into shock due to electrolyte
depletion. This may demand emergency measures. Diagnosis
is usually made on proctoscopic examination. Treatment is
surgical.
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Post-operative complications

Post-operative bleeding following ano-rectal surgery occurs
in about 1% to 2% of all reported series. Bleeding is at times
of major proportions and calls for immediate treatment. Re
placement of blood loss and resuturing of bleeding areas should
be carried out as soon as possible.

Another post-operative complication of this type of surgery
is the formation of abscesses. However, most colon-rectal sur
geons consider this as a rarity.

Scholarship Appreciation Fund
Twenty-three alumni have pledged or given Scholarship

Appreciation gifts to the Minnesota Medical Foundation through
December 31, 1966. All are former holders of Foundation
scholarships while in Medical School.

Dr. M. Melvin Goldfine (Med. '57) Oakland, Calif., is fund
chairman. Objective of the effort is to endow the Foundation's
Annual Scholarship Program with the gifts and pledges of those
who received its benefits in the past. A minimum goal of
$500,000 is sought. Over $250,000 has been obtained toward
the endowment from all sources to date, including "scholarship
alumni," Dr. Goldfine reported. He urged former scholarship
holders to contribute or pledge "an amount equal to what was
received personally as a student." Nearly 90%, he noted, of the
64 cunent medical students on scholarship from the Foundation
have pledged future gifts to the Scholarship Appreciation Fund.

GIFT/PLEDGE HONOR ROLL

I

N"omlan A. Nelson '50
Eloise, Mich.

Sidney Nerenberg '54
St. Louis Park, Minn.

l'\onnan D. Olson '6.5
St. Paul, Minn.

Avrin M. Overbach '65
Baltimore, Md.

LaVonne Painter '58
Philadelphia, Pa.

Frederick L. Ramlall '56
New Amsterdam, Guyana

Jerome Scherek '57
St. Paul, Minn.

David E. Siewert '60
Bozeman, Mont.

James A. Silver '58
Bella Glade, Fla.

Omar A. Tveten '55
St. Paul, Minn.

Paul W. Vander Kooi '65
Sells, Ariz.

Frank Van de Waler '57
Denver, Colo.

Louis W. Banitt '58
Ames, la.

Harley C. Carlson '51
Rochester, ~Hnn.

George M. Crow '57
International Falls, Minn.

Leland Fairbanks '57
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Charles N. Gamble, '55
San Francisco, Calif.

M. Melvin Goldfine '57
Oakland, Calif.

Barbara Hanson Subak '55
rvlinneapolis, Minn.

e. Lee Harris '52
Santa Ana, Calif.

Eugene W. Hanson '56
St. Petersburg, Fla.

James R. Jude '53
NIiami, Fla.

Donald S. Mattson '54
Wonju, Korea
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1 Medicol SCHool ;Vews
Visscher, Spink Named Regents' Professors

Among five new Regents' Professors named by the University
of Minnesota on March 18, 1967 were Dr. Maurice B. Visscher
and Dr. Wesley W. Spink of the Medical School.

The Regents' Professorships are the highest honor the Uni
versity bestows upon its most distinguished professors, and
carries a $5,000.00 annual honorarium for as long as the faculty
member remains on the University staff.

Dr. Visscher, professor and head of the Department of
Physiology, and Dr. Spink, professor of Medicine, were honored
at Winter Quarter Commencement Exercises. They received a
citation and a maroon-and-gold neck ribbon bearing a heavy
silver medallion. The medallion is inscribed: "In Recognition of
Academic Distinction." The name and title of the recipient are
also inscribed.

Maurice Visscher Wesley Spink

Dr. Visscher, 65, has been head of Physiology at Minnesota
since 1936. He is an internationally recognized leader of medi
cine, and known as a devoted researcher, exceptional educator,
and courageous statesman. His work in cardiac energy metab
olism is a basis for modem techniques of cardiovascular surgery,
and he has had a profound influence upon medical and graduate
education at the University of Minnesota.

Dr. Spink, a faculty member since 1937, is a world authority
on infectious diseases, and is especially known for his pioneering
work on the sulfa drugs, antibiotics, and for control of brucel
losis. He is a past president of the Minnesota Medical Founda
tion, American College of Physicians, and is president-elect of
the Harvard Medical Alumni Association.

The first Medical School professor to receive the Regents'
Professorship was Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, Department of
Surgery, who was honored in 1966.
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AluHlni :Dell/Its

• 1905
Dr. Albert M. Brandt, Bismarck, N.D. Died August 27, 1966.

He was 86 years old.

• 1914
Dr. Katherine A. Nye, St. Paul, Minn. Died March 2, 1967

at the age of 80 years. She had practiced 50 years in St. Paul,
including many years as director of the St. Paul City Health
Bureau's Immunization Clinic. Much of her career was spent
practicing in association with a sister, Dr. Lillian Nye, a pedi
trician, in the Lowry Medical Arts Building.

• 1918
Dr. Arnold Larson, Detroit Lakes, Minn. Died January 25,

1967. He had retired in 1966 after 35 years of general practice
in Detroit Lakes.

• 1929
Dr. Jesse P. Nehring, Preston, Minn. Died January 2.3, 1967.

He was a member of the American Academy of General Prac
tice.

• 1931
Dr. Sigwert Wallace Simonson, Prairie Lake, Wis. Died No

yember 4, 1966 of a coronary occlusion, aged 60 years. He was
a GP for many years at the Gunderson Clinic, LaCrosse, 'Vis.

• 1932
Dr. William C. Scott, Royalton, Ill. Died December 5, 1966

in the V.A. Hospital, Mari~n, Ill., of acute circulation failure.
He was 60 years old.

MEMORIALS
The Minnesota Medical Foundation acknowledges with

gratitude recent contributions made in memory of:

Mrs. John M. Abbey James Love
Dr. Walter S. Broker Anna M. Naddy

Joseph S. Jeffries Dr. Katherine Nye
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